
Petroleum System Approach to Project Evaluation: An Example 
Various categories have been proposed that describe a petroleum system. Some have as few 
as four elements, a few have many more. Below we describe five. Within each broad category, 
various elements have been described which may differ between petroleum system schemes. 
For example, faults can affect the seal, the trap and migration pathway. For the purpose of 
EVOLVE, it is unimportant how many categories are used and which elements are considered 
as part of which category. What is important is that the team addresses the evaluation of the 
entire petroleum system and, ultimately, how the elements affect prospect (or project) geologic 
risk. 

Source 
Is a petroleum source rock present in sufficient quantity and at a depth sufficient for generation? 
In an exploration setting, this might be addressed through seismic data interpretation (after tying 
wells to seismic), making depth maps, and performing 1D or 2D basin modeling. In a mature 
basin, the source might be judged as “proven” based on the existence of surrounding oil & gas 
fields. In a development setting, this might be seen as given. 

Seal 
Is a regional seal in place that would prevent generated hydrocarbons from escaping to the 
surface (or a shallower reservoir)? Seal capacity is a function of the lithology and thickness of 
the overlying unit, difference in pore pressure (e.g., above and below geopressure), and 
juxtaposition of formations across faults. These factors are typically addressed through 
interpretation of seismic volumes, identifying probable sealing formations from well ties. 

Reservoir 
Is a reservoir rock present with sufficient physical characteristics to flow hydrocarbons at a 
commercial rate? Conventional reservoirs are typically either sandstone or carbonate (but some 
basement and other exotic reservoirs have been documented) which exceed porosity and 
permeability cutoffs established by reservoir engineers and petrophysicists. These reservoirs 
can either be naturally fractured (providing secondary porosity) or unfractured (primary 
porosity). Unconventional reservoirs (excluding coal bed methane and oil sands), require 
fracturing to be productive. 

Trap 
Is there a structural or stratigraphic configuration that can trap hydrocarbons (prevent them from 
continuing their migration to another spot)? This typically involves identifying the “shape” of the 
subsurface by mapping reflections on a seismic survey. Four-way dipping structural closures 
are the simplest and generally least risky; three-way closures against a single or multiple faults 



are common but more risky (especially with additional faults); stratigraphic closures including 
updip pinchout of reservoir and unconformity traps are not as common and generally more risky. 
Three-way structural closures against salt (and even shale) domes are similar to fault traps in 
many ways. Unconventional reservoirs are completely different in that the presence of a 
structural closure typically has little bearing on the where hydrocarbons might be produced. 

Timing/migration 
Is a trap present in the reservoir section at the proper time to capture any migrating 
hydrocarbons? Similarly, has the area been tilted recently so as to cause any previously trapped 
hydrocarbons to “spill” out? It is possible that source rocks have passed through the oil window 
at a time prior to trap formation. This is typically assessed by creating isochron maps (or 
isochore maps) from interpreted seismic volumes. 

Summary 
Many of these elements require the same basic information, such as seismic horizon 
interpretations or structural maps) to complete the evaluation. The project type (and level on 
uncertainty in various elements) will determine the level of effort required in the areas below. 
For example, a development project likely will not spend great effort in determining the volume 
of source rock, especially if the structure is known to be filled to the spill point. Typically, effort is 
focused on understanding those elements where uncertainty is the highest. 

Functional Responsibilities/ Workflows 

Geologist 
1. Determine the correlation of formations among all wells in the project area 
2. Describe the general lithology of each formation: sandstone, shale, carbonate, salt 
3. Determine if additional differentiation is needed to define the field/ prospect: dolomite 

versus limestone, shaley sand versus sandy shale 
4. Determine average rock properties for each reservoir layer 
5. Determine controls on rock producibility 
6. Build temperature and pressure profiles for the area to understand controlling factors 

(formation, lithology, fault barrier, etc.) 
7. Project stratigraphic column below well control, especially to identify the source rock 

interval(s) 

Geophysicist 
1. Tie wells to seismic volume using appropriate time-to-depth conversion; understand the 

phase of the data 
2. Identify, interpret and map all key reflectors from top of section to basement; interpret 

faults 



3. Build time and depth structure maps on these seismic markers; this becomes the 
structural framework on which rest many of the subsequent analyses 

4. Use rock properties and fluid substitution models to understand expected seismic 
response in presence of hydrocarbons; this can also include rock physics templates 

5. Build isochron/ isochore maps to understand timing of structural development 
6. Determine what additional processes, such as attribute analysis, seismic inversion, 

PSDM, etc., would be useful in reducing prospect risk 

Petrophysicist 
1. Edit and normalize well log curves, creating pseudo-curves to fill gaps; should be 

completed over entire drilled interval (not limited to a target zone) 
2. Determine lithology (i.e., perform multi-mineral analysis) combining log data, core data 

and cutting data (mud log) as appropriate 
3. Produce Vsh, Vcarb, porosity, Sw, So curves for each well 

Reservoir Engineer 
1. Analyze production and test data to determine which zones are the best 
2. Identify anomalous producing wells; describe possible reasons for anomaly (geologic or 

mechanical) 
3. Determine recovery factors for formations of interest 

Project notes 
As this is not a competition, the teams are encouraged to consult whomever needed, including 
other teams, to complete the project. The teams, in consultation with their coaches, should set a 
realistic goal at the beginning of the project. Likely goals, depending on the data set available, 
might be: 
 

• Determine exploration prospectivity in the surveyed area 
• Determine deeper potential in a producing field 
• Determine development locations following an appraisal campaign 
• Determine development locations using 4D seismic volumes 

  
The final presentation should include a report on the data analyzed including relevant maps, 
cross sections, and recommendations for future action. Future work might include additional 
seismic analysis and/or well locations to be drilled. Justification for these recommendations 
should be presented in the context of risk reduction and/or economics. A typical project in the 
“real world” can require several months of full time effort. Therefore, it’s important that the teams 
keep the project scope appropriately limited. 
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